Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a chronic condition characterized by repeated collapse of the upper airway during sleep, and resulting recurrent episodes of apnea. 1 One of the potential consequences of sleep fragmentation arising from the nocturnal hypoxia in OSA, is excessive daytime sleepiness, which influences functional performance during daytime. 1, 2 OSA has been shown to be implicated in reduced daytime alertness, cognitive performance and quality of life. [3] [4] [5] Sleepiness and cognitive impairment may be an important risk factor related to OSA (eg, in relation to traffic accidents). 6, 7 It has been found that during sleep, muscular tonic activity decreases and an increased collapsibility of the pharyngeal tissues occurs, narrowing the oro-and hypopharyngeal airways. 8 Use of an oral appliance (OA) with a mandibular advancement causes stretch-induced activation in the pharynx, reducing soft tissue laxity and airway collapse. 9 OA is one of the current successful treatment modalities used to improve this sleep-related breathing impairment. 10, 11 Cognitive functioning in OSA has previously been evaluated with neurophysiological and neuropsychological measurements, and impairment has been confirmed. 12, 13 Studies have shown some improvement of cognitive functions after treatment of moderate-to-severe OSA with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), 14, 15 and after surgical procedure such as uvulopalatopharyngoplasty. 16 However, there Dovepress submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com is limited knowledge about changes in cognitive function following OA-treated OSA. The one previous randomized controlled trial study 17 we are aware of showed improvement in vigilance and psychomotor speed.
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We hypothesized that the cognitive impairment caused by OSA would be specifically sensitive to tests of frontal lobe dysfunction such as vigilance, executive functions and/or mental pace. We further postulated that if OA treatment were to be correlated with improved cognitive functioning in OSA, as has been shown with CPAP treatment, 14 these results would strengthen the evidence for the recognition of OA as a valuable treatment modality, capable of reversing the negative consequences of OSA on cognitive functioning.
The aim of the study was to assess the effect of OA treatment on cognitive functions in patients with moderate and severe OSA.
Patients and methods Patients
The study was approved by the ethics committee at the Faculty of Medicine at Uppsala University and was undertaken in agreement with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave their written and verbal informed consent.
Patients between 20-65 years of age who had confirmed sleep apnea (OSA) ie, an apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) $10, were eligible for inclusion in the study if they had sufficient dental support to anchor an OA (at least one premolar or molar tooth in both upper and lower jaws, and on both right and left sides), and no severely cariogenic, and/or a severely periodontal compromised dentition. The exclusion criteria were: severe cardiovascular, neurological, or respiratory disease; significant nasal obstruction; overbite of anterior teeth . 6 mm; previous treatment for OSA by CPAP, or by uvulopalatopharyngoplasty surgical intervention, and; the presence of temporomandibular joint pain, or obvious myalgia in jaw function. Patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were treated with an OA with a mandibular advancement.
The study population included 50 male patients referred from the Ear, Nose and Throat department to the department of Stomatognathic Physiology, Central Hospital, Västerås, Sweden, for treatment of their somnographicallyverified OSA.
Definitions
Apnea was defined as the cessation of respiratory airflow for 10 seconds or longer. A hypopnea was said to have occurred when there was a 50% reduction of the airflow signal, combined with a decrease in hemoglobin oxygen saturation of at least 4%. The apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) was defined as the average number of episodes of apnea and hypopnea per hour of sleep, and the oxygen desaturation index (ODI) was defined as the average number of episodes of oxygen desaturation of at least 4% per hour of sleep. OSA was defined as AHI $ 10, and diagnosed in accordance with the guidelines established by the American Academy of Sleep Medicine Task Force. 18 Treatment response was defined as the percentage of patients with a decrease in AHI of at least 50%. Normalized breathing was defined as AHI , 10.
Somnography and sleepiness
Somnographic measurements (sleep studies) were performed in the patients' home and while the patient slept -at baseline without OA and after 6 months of treatment with the OA inserted in the mouth. The following five variables were recorded simultaneously using a portable unit: 19 hemoglobin oxygen saturation was measured using pulse oximetry via a finger probe; air flow were measured through the nose and also, through the mouth using a thermistor; respiratory movements were determined by bioimpedance measurements registered by electrodes placed on each side of the chest, and; body position was established with a sensor on the chest. Sleep studies lasting less than 4 hours were not accepted; in such cases, a second measurement was undertaken.
The self-administrated questionnaire, the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) was used to measure the subject's general level of daytime sleepiness. The questionnaire consisted of eight questions about daily situations. Each question was rated on a scale of 0-3, where 3 = high chance of dozing. 20, 21 At follow-up, patients were additionally asked to report subjective evaluation of change in daytime sleepiness on 7-point scale ranging from very much improved to very much worsened. The frequency of use (nights/week) of the OA was also reported.
Tests of cognitive functions
The cognitive functions were assessed as described below in detail. The two test sessions, at baseline and after 6 months of treatment were carried out between 1 and 4 pm for consistency, and to control for variations in daytime sleepiness. The tests were performed under the supervision of an experienced research nurse who was blind to the patient's somnographic result. The first two tests (A, B) were computerized and the third (C) was a paper-and-pen version.
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Working memory test (WM)
This is a test of executive functioning, measuring visual discrimination, spatial orientation, vigilance and working memory. The test was modeled after the delayed-response task devised by Park and Holzman 22 and Erixon-Lindroth. 23 The test consisted of 32 trials in which patients were asked to remember the position of a target while performing a distraction task. At the start of the test, a black circle, the target, was displayed on a computer screen for 200 ms (the location of the target varied randomly from trial to trial). While the patient kept the target position in mind for 30 seconds, a distraction task was performed. In this task, a three-digit number (eg, 352) appeared in the center of the screen and counted down in steps of two, displaying a new number every second (ie, 352, 350, 348); however, at random times (30% of cases), the number appearing on the screen did not differ from the preceding number by two units (ie, 352, 350, 349). The task was to detect such deviations from the typical sequence. The distraction task lasted for 30 seconds and was terminated by the appearance of eight empty circles. One of which was placed in the position where the target had appeared. The patient was asked to drag the marker to the correct position and click to confirm the answer, to complete the trial. The test session involved 32 such trials, and the patient was allowed to rest after 16 trials. The distraction task presented 30 new numbers per trial for a total of 960 instances. A correct response was registered for trials where the patient did not click the mouse when the computer counted down in steps of two, and for trials where patients clicked the mouse in case of a deviation from the typical counting-down sequence. The outcome measure was expressed as the percentage of correct responses.
Continuous Performance Test, Identical Pairs Version (CPT-IP)
The CPT-IP measures sustained attention. 24 Computergenerated visual stimuli consisting of four-digit numbers (eg, 2463) were flashed on the screen for 50 ms at a constant rate of 1 per second, and were presented in sequences of 150 trials. Computer-generated visual stimuli consisting of four-digit numbers (eg, 2463) were flashed on the screen for 50 ms at a constant rate of 1 per second, and were presented in sequences of 150 trials. In 30 "target" trials (20%), the fourdigit number was identical (same digits, and same sequence) to the four-digit number preceding it. In 28 "catch" trials, the four-digit number presented was very similar, but was not identical to it to the four-digit number of the preceding trial (eg, 2463 and 2643). The task was to respond as fast as possible whenever two identical four-digit numbers were presented in a row by a finger-lift from the response key held in the dominant hand.
Three blocks of 150-trial series were undertaken during the test session. Responses to target trials were scored as correct detection (hits). Responses to catch trials were considered a specific type of commission error, referred to as false alarms. The number of correct detections (hits), false alarms, the d-prime (the quotient of hits/false alarms that indicated the response sensitivity for discrimination of target from nontarget stimuli) and reaction time were recorded.
Trail-Making Test (TMT), part A and part B
The TMT is a paper-and-pencil test to assess fine motor speed, visual search, mental pace and frontal executive function. 25 In part A, the patient was asked to connect as quickly as possible, 20 numbered circles randomly plotted on a sheet, by drawing a pencil line starting at number 1 and ending on number 20. In part B, the patient was again asked to draw a line connecting a series of circles, but was required to alternate between numbers and letters (ie, starting on a circle numbered 1, and then circle labeled A, then to circle numbered 2, thereafter to circle B, etc).
For both Parts (A) and (B), the time to complete this task was recorded in seconds, from the start to the completion of the trial.
Retest evaluation of cognitive function
To test the reliability of the cognitive tests, we re-tested a randomized sample of the patients (n = 19) before treatment. The retest was performed after 2 weeks, under the same conditions and at the same time of the day as the first test.
Treatment with mandibular advancement OA
The clinical management and the treatment with OA are described in detail in an earlier paper. 26 In the present study, all patients were treated by two dentists with long experience of working with appliance treatment. One dental technician was responsible for manufacturing all the appliances used. The appliances were manufactured in one-piece heat-cured acrylic polymer (Figure 1 ). The appliances advanced the mandible from a position of intercuspidation to 50% of the patients' individual protrusive capacity.
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Statistics
Numerical results are expressed as means with 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Differences in somnographic variables between the two groups, at baseline and after 6 months of treatment for moderate and severe OSA were tested using The Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The chi-square test was used to compare differences in response and recovery between the two groups. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to test differences of cognitive functions between groups, and between results obtained before and after 6 months of treatment. Cronbach's alpha test was used as intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for test of relationship between the two pretreatments of the cognitive functions. P , 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
The mean age (range) was 52 years (20-65 years) and the mean value for body mass index was 29.9 (28.5-31.3) before the intervention. Obesity, that is, a body mass index $ 30 was observed in 50% of the patients. Severe OSA, AHI . 30, was diagnosed in 70% of the patients, and the remaining 30% were diagnosed as moderate OSA (AHI . 20 but ,30).
Out of the 50 participating patients, 43 (86%) completed all the follow-up evaluations. Seven patients withdrew before the follow-up session for the following reasons: three received CPAP-treatment as an alternative; two could not tolerate the OA; one received other dental treatments during the treatment period, and one did not use the appliance. Two patients with severe OSA did not perform the cognitive tests after treatment.
All patients had a mandibular advancement capability of at least 6 mm and mean value was 10.3 mm (standard deviation [SD] ±2.5). The patients used their OA on average 6.6 nights/week (median 7.0) and all except one used the OA regularly, ie, $5 nights/week.
At baseline the mean ESS rating was 11.2 (SD = 4.1) and after treatment this was reduced to 6.8 (SD = 4.5), and this difference reached statistical significance in patients whose breathing had normalized (P , 0.001) as well as in patients whose breathing had not reached the normalization level (P , 0.02).
Subjective evaluation of treatment effect
A substantial decrease in daytime sleepiness was reported in 44% of the patients. The decrease was more frequently reported (53%) among those patients who had normalized breathing. None of the patients reported increases in either: daytime sleepiness, frequency of apneas, or snoring, at the time of follow-up.
Treatment effect on somnographic variables
After 6 months of treatment, the mean AHI and ODI values decreased significantly compared with the pretreatment values in both the moderate and severe OSA group (Table 1) .
A treatment response was reached in 67% of the moderate OSA group and in 57% of the severe OSA group. In the moderate OSA group, 60% of patients reached the normalization level, compared with 43% whose breathing reached the normalization level in the severe OSA group.
Treatment effect on cognitive functions
The results of cognitive functioning tests before and after 6 months of treatment with OA are presented in Table 2 . The corresponding results for the subgroup of patients with severe OSA are shown in Table 3 . Table 4 presents the effect of OA on the somnographic outcome in relation to the effect on cognitive functions.
After 6 months of treatment with OA, a significant improvement was found for the distraction task of the WM test, measuring sustained attention/vigilance (P , 0.001) ( Table 2 ). No effect was found for the memory score. A significant improvement was also seen in the CPT, another test of sustained attention/vigilance, following 6 months of treatment (P , 0.001). In the TMT, Part A, a significant improvement was found in motor speed (P , 0.001), but not in the TMT, Part B. Notably, the results of the subgroup of patients with severe OSA were generally similar to the total group of patients, and showed an improvement in sustained attention/vigilance and motor speed after treatment with OA (Table 3) ; however, patients with severe OSA also demonstrated an improvement in the TMT, Part B, that was not seen in the total group. We found no relationship between the effect of OA on somnographic changes and cognitive improvement (Table 4) . Patients whose breathing was normalized in AHI did not significantly differ from those whose breathing did not normalize, with regard to cognitive functioning.
Retest evaluation of cognitive function
The reliability between the two pretreatment evaluations of the cognitive tests was considered good (ie, ICC . 0.7). In general there was high agreement in the test-retest scores, both in WM tests (0.71 and 0.93) and continuous performance tests (0.88, 0.56 and 0.79), but not in either of the two parts of the TMT (0.5 and 0.55).
Discussion
A number of previous studies have assessed the wide range of cognitive deficits associated with OSA. 27 There are several interesting hypotheses suggesting the underlying mechanisms including, alterations in hippocampal metabolism, 28 white matter lesions, 28 and subcortical damage. 29 Considerable discrepancies exist between different studies concerning the type and degree of dysfunctions that are associated with OSA.
11 Some studies show decreased cognitive performance very similar to that which is observed after sleep deprivation. 30, 31 We accepted the plausibility of the hypothesis that this neuropsychological dysfunction in the brain may be due to ischemic damage in the frontal lobes, 32, 33 and therefore deliberately selected tests targeted to detect different prefrontal and frontal dysfunctions. Naegele et al 5 showed that most cognitive deficits and learning disabilities found in OSA returned to normal following 4-6 months of treatment with CPAP, and other studies have confirmed at least partial reversibility of the cognitive dysfunction in OSA patients after CPAP treatment. 32, 34, 35 However, short-term memory remained unchanged in the study by Naegele et al. 5 This finding could indicate that the frontal lobe systems involved submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com Table 4 Difference of somnographic treatment outcome and the influence on cognitive function tests in short-term memory functions may be irreversibly damaged by OSA. Alternately, it is also possible that the brain needs a longer time for recovery. There are also studies showing positive results of uvulopalatopharyngoplasty surgery on cognitive functions, 16, 36 but little on the effects of OA on cognitive functions in OSA. 17, 37 Previous studies by our group found a normalizing effect on physiological values after treatment with OA in approximately 80% of patients with mild to moderate OSA and in 50%-60% of patients with severe OSA, [38] [39] [40] consistent with other studies.
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Adherence to the treatment is a critical factor in treatment success. This was made obvious in a study of Tegelberg et al 26 , where pathological somnographic values recurred in 74% of the patients following cessation of use of the OA. In this earlier study, somnographic values were measured one night while the patient slept with an OA inserted, and the next night without (No washout period was used between the two measurements.), and explanation for discontinuation of treatment was not given. Compliance in use of the OA in the current study was comparable with that in other studies with similar follow-up time. 38, 40 The majority of patients in the study used the OA regularly, which demonstrates that the acceptance of the treatment modality was good. The fact that our study included 14% dropouts strongly suggests that not everyone is comfortable with an intra-OA and that this treatment modality will not be successful for all patients with OSA.
ESS values less than 8 are classified as normal, values between 8 and 14 are considered clinically significant, and values between 15 and 24 indicate excessive daytime sleepiness and serious OSA. 19, 20 In this study the pathological baseline-ESS values had normalized at the time of follow-up, indicating that reductions in daytime sleepiness could be observed after 6 months of treatment. After 6 months of treatment with OA, improvements were also observed in results from several of the cognitive tests, in the areas of mental and motor speed, as well as vigilance. Vigilance was demonstrated by results of both the working memorydistraction task as well as the continuous performance test (CTP-IP). Both mental and motor speeds were demonstrated by results of TMT, Part A, which also showed improvement after 6 months of treatment. Since this test measures complex visual scanning, tracking and visuospatial ability, we conclude that OA improves psychomotor speed, agility, and selected and sustained attention, as well as coordination, qualities important for a normal daily life. An improvement was also seen in the more complex TMT, Part B, but only for patients with a severe OSA, and not when both moderate and severe OSA-patients were considered as a group. The data suggest that TMT, Part B (considered to be a test of frontal executive function), is only sensitive for the most severe cases of OSA. No improvement was seen for the memory score of the WM test. These findings suggest that these more complex executive dysfunctions may be reversible, since they can be changed following use of an OA.
In a recent study by Alchanatis et al, 41 cognitive function focusing on attention/alertness tests, was assessed in patients with OSA and a control group. The investigators showed that participants over the cut-off age of 50 years showed a more severe cognitive reduction when compared with age-matched controls, whereas younger patients showed similar cognitive performance as their age-matched controls. It may be that the changes in cognition observed in the current study would have shown another pattern and been even greater, had younger patients been included. One limitation in our study is the lack of matched controls. Cognitive scores collected in community-based epidemiological studies 42, 43 submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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suggest that cognition is minimally affected in mild sleep disordered breathing, but decrements become moderate to large in clinical samples of patients with OSA. In a sample of middle-aged men and women who had mild to moderate levels of sleep-disordered breathing but who were free of clinically diagnosed OSA, cognitive performance was unrelated to sleep-disordered breathing. Investigators concluded that it may be that older adults who experience a mild degree of sleep-disordered breathing, and perhaps minimal daytime sleepiness are able to function in daily life without measurable cognitive impairment. 44 A problem in testing cognitive function several times is the learning effect of repeated testing. In the present study, we found a high ICC between the test-retest results for the WM and continuous performance-identical pair tests, indicating a minimal learning effect without any clinical significance. A learning effect was present for TMT-retest (which showed no significant correlations when tested 2 weeks apart) although it is less likely that this effect was still present after 6 months.
Limitations of the present case-control study are the lack of normative data for the cognitive tests. However, we found several interesting and significant differences in the measured variables, even in this limited number of patients with OSA. Cognitive impairment associated with OSA has previously been shown. This study extended these findings further, by comparing cognitive functions before and after treatment with OA, using the patients as their own controls. The standard deviations were relatively high in the current study indicating a large variation between subjects included in the study.
Recent functional imaging studies suggest that patients with OSA recruit different brain regions and activate these differently, compared with healthy controls. 45, 46 These studies also suggest neural compensatory mechanisms to be present among patients with OSA, and that the compensatory hyperactivity is reversible after effective treatment. 47 Given that this field of study is new, we hope that our data will contribute to increased understanding of how the brain may compensate, and use different strategies to solve cognitive tasks. Further investigation in this field is warranted, to validate our findings.
In conclusion, we have found that treatment with OA had a positive impact on certain cognitive functions in patients with OSA, specifically, improved vigilance/ sustained attention, motor and mental speed. We also found improved frontal executive functions in the patients with severe OSA. Thus, in parallel to ameliorating physiological variables (AHI and ODI), OA ameliorates cognitive function as well. In the context of increasing use of this treatment modality worldwide, these findings suggest that OA can be important in the treatment for OSA and the diminished cognitive functions associated with OSA, that have impact on the performance of everyday and occupational tasks, and on the quality of life.
